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BACKGROUND
Development of a Spatial Framework for Integrated Catchment
Management ‐ MARCE project
Flow Gauges
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MARCE project Objectives:
•Key biophysical relationships that account for the greatest variability in river ecosystems
•Ecological consequences of human impacts on river ecosystems

Determining the relationships between hydrology, geomorphology, water quality and biota
is a major challenge. Have we the proper databases?

OBJECTIVES
Information on water quality is required by catchment managers and
other stakeholder groups to determine appropriate integrated
management catchment plans. However, intensive spatial and temporal
databases are relatively scarce.
This study aims to:
1. Predict different physicochemical variables at reach scale taking
into account their spatial and seasonal variability.
2. Determine the main factors contributing to the variability of these
variables.
3. Apply this knowledge to improve the integrated catchment
management (In progress; final objective of the MARCE project)

METHODS

MARCE TERRITORY
125.304 Km2

CHC + URA + CHEBRO + ACA
Th. River Network (TRN): NetStream + DEM (25m)
664.706 river segments(~ 500 m length)

The TRN sets environmental information at reach and basin scale.
Information about:
Climate

Topography

MORE THAN 300 ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES (MEASURED &
Hyodrology
PREDICTED) !!!
Land uses

Geology

METHODS

1262 sites with water quality information: CHC (627) + URA (148) + CHEBRO (487)
Seasonal data from 2003 to 2009
Each variable was only modeled with sites containing seasonal information from, at
least, 3 years (≥12 data)

METHODS
Regression Model; Random Forest (RF)
CART
CART divides the observations into groups minimising the
squared errors of the response, based on splits from the
predictors variables; 1 tree.

RF
Ensemble of trees (a forest). A final prediction is based on the
predictions averaged over all trees. Each tree is grown with a
sample of the trainning data. Each split is defined by a random
subset of the predictors variables.

RF Advantages
1‐ As CART, RF is able to fit non‐linear relationships.
2‐ Improve the struture of the tree given by CART.
3‐ Is more sensitive than CART to small changes in the input data.
4‐ As predicts over the average of the forest increases the prediction accuracy

RESULTS

Var. Importance - IncNodePurity
Cat_Temp

204,86

Cat_Elev

186,91

Cat_Area

129,91

Cat_BlForest

70,56

Mean_Flow

66,70

N_Floods

60,81

Seg_Slope

45,64

Flood_Duration

42,53

Mean of squared residuals: 1,22

Cat_ConifForest

37,77

% Var. explained: 55,25

Pixel_Orientation

35,87

Number of trees: 500; No. of variables
tried at each split: 4

RESULTS

Var.Importance - IncNodePurity
Cat_Agr

6003,71

Cat_Precip

3860,14

Cat_Evapotrans

2560,95

Cat_Urban

1200,60

Cat_Pasture

1078,69

Cat_BlfForest

968,86

Cat_Elev

882,29

Seg_Agr

810,18

Cat_Area

698,63

Mean_Flow

645,74

Number of trees: 500; No. of variables
tried at each split: 5

Mean of squared residuals: 36,38
% Var. explained: 40,59

RESULTS

Var.Importance - IncNodePurity
Cat_Urban

7,35

Cat_Elev

2,73

Cat_Agr

2,13

Cat_Plant

1,81

Cat_Evapotrans

1,80

Seg_Agr

1,61

Cat_Area

1,47

Cat_Precip

1,45

Mean_Flow

1,44

Cat_Pasture

1,40

Number of trees: 500; No. of variables
tried at each split: 5

Mean of squared residuals: 0,05
% Var. explained: 29,47

RESULTS

Var.Importance - IncNodePurity
FRE7

8863,32

Cat_Precip

8767,52

Depth_Floor

7539,37

Cat_SSH

5972,60

Cat_Agr

5606,93

Cat_Slope

4965,86

Cat_Area

3875,63

Mean_Flow

3472,73

Cat_BlForest

2995,63

Cat_Hard

2602,39

Number of trees: 500; No. of variables
tried at each split: 5

Mean of squared residuals: 226,07
% Var. explained: 21,00

Application to Spanish legislation (R.D. 927/1988. Anex I)

RESULTS

Tipo A1 Tipo A2 Tipo A3
Temperature
25
25
25
Suspension solids
25
‐
‐
Nitrates
50
50
50
Phosphates
0,4
0,7
0,7
pH
6,5‐8,5 5,5‐9,0 5,5‐9,0

Nº river reaches: 380.268 A1, 5.634 A2/A3 and 281.504 free of treatment.
This classification was developed with the seasonal models that represent the worst
conditions for these variables (NO3, PO4, SS, pH and Temp).

Application to Spanish legislation (R.D. 927/1988; Anex II)

Suspension solids
Phosphates
pH

RESULTS

Cyprinids
<25
<0,4
6‐9

380.268 river reaches do not meet the necessary conditions specified by the R.D.
927/1988 for cyprinids.
This classification was developed with the seasonal models that represent the worst
conditions for these variables (PO4, SS and pH).

Application to Spanish legislation (R.D. 927/1988 ; Anex II)

RESULTS

Salmonids
Suspension solids
<25
Phosphates
<0,2
pH
6‐9

483.487 river reaches do not meet the necessary conditions specified by the R.D.
927/1988 for salmonids.
This classification was developed with the seasonal models that represent the worst
conditions for these variables (NO3, PO4, SS, pH and Temp).

SUMMARY
1‐ The proposed models have revealed as an appropriate tool to predict water
quality in large river networks using environmental variables as predictors
(land uses, climatic, geologic, topographic and hydraulic).

2‐ Our results provide strong evidence for the importance of non‐point source
of contamination for river water quality in our study area, mainly for the
concentration of phospates and suspension solids.

3‐ Our models indicate the importance of the implementation of good
catchment management plans, as most of the modelled chemical parameters
are more influenced by environmental processes acting at basin scale than by
processes acting at reach scale.

